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INFOIL (LIFE08 INF/GR/000581) is a
LIFE+ Information and Communication
project. The aim of the project is to promote
sustainable production and consumption
patterns using the example of olive oil
aiming at the minimization of the
environmental impacts related with olive oil
production, especially in regions with very
high yield. INFOIL will also promote the
importance of life cycle assessment (LCA)
during the production and consumption
process contributing to the environmental
impacts identification and prevention.

The olive oil sector in the European
Union
The sector consists of growers, cooperatives, pressing mills, refiners,
blenders, and companies involved in various aspects of marketing.
Three broad types of production can be distinguished: traditional
groves, often of ancient olive trees; more managed traditional
plantations involving a higher use of inputs; and intensive, generally
recent, plantations using more mechanisation and other technologies
including irrigation.
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This mix of ancient and modern helps explain the differing farm sizes,
ownership characteristics and processing structures that exist within
the EU. Likewise, large differences in production systems occur within
each producing region. The average holding size is as low as 1 hectare
in, for example, Italy, though olive holdings in Spain are larger (6
hectares on average).
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Olive oil production world-wide
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Wide fluctuations in production are a feature of
olive-growing. They are linked to the uncertainties of
the climate (viz. drought in Spain in 1995/96 and
frost in Greece in 2001/02) and alternate bearing, a
characteristic of olive trees whereby bumper crops
tend to be followed by lower production the
following year.

For m ore inform ation about the project please visit:

www.infoil.tuc.gr
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Registration and information about the center can
be obtained through the web portal www.infoil.gr.
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EDITORIAL
Quality enhancement
Given the strong, positive image of olive oil
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to concentrate on the quality of the oil.
Standards currently in place set a new definition
for olive-pomace oils and allow a clearer
distinction to be made between these oils and
lampante virgin oils.

For m ore inform ation visit the portal:
www.infoil.gr

